Regarding The Galactic Federation Of Light Petition By Chris Thomas
There is a petition being passed around on the internet from aliens who call themselves "The Galactic Federation of
Light" where they ask people to make an affirmation to invite the Galactic Federation of Light (GFOL) to come to Earth.
Think about that request for a second:
If the Earth felt that an alien organisation such as the GFOL would help people during this time of major transition, they
would already be working with us as the Earth, Herself, would have invited them in. The fact that the GFOL is not
working with us shows that the Earth considers that they are of no use either to people or to the Earth.
The GFOL, as well as many other alien organisations such as The Galactic Council, Ashtar Command, Arch Angels, Angels,
Annunaki, Hathor, Ascended Sirians, Arcturians, etc etc are different names put together by an alien race who are more
properly known as the Velon.
The Velon first arrived outside our solar system in the early 1700's - the Earth did not allow them access at that time and
She has resisted ALL attempts by the Velon to enter the solar system ever since.
Despite these efforts, some Velon did find a way to enter the solar system and have been causing problems for the Earth
and for people ever since. The primary human organisation that is controlled by the Velon is the Illuminati and, in turn,
the Illuminati control earth governments. In the GFOL petition, it is stated that governments are against allowing in the
GFOL to the Earth which is a very contradictory comment as governments are controlled by the Illuminati who are
controlled by the GFOL/Velon.
In other words, the petition asks people to go against the GFOL/Velon's directives and invite the GFOL/Velon in, which
makes no sense.
However many people respond to this petition, and make the affirmation asking the GFOL/Velon to come to Earth, it will
not work.
We do not live in a Universe of democracy. Nor do we live in a Universe of consensus. We live in a Universe of freedom
of choice - every soul that was created to live in this Universe has the absolute freedom of choice to choose their
actions. What we cannot do is to choose to act in such a way as to remove the freedom of choice of another.
Humans exist because, and only because, the Earth exists and the soul that is the Earth has chosen not to allow the
GFOL/Velon into the solar system.
In coming to Earth, all of the souls that have built for themselves human bodies, have agreed to abide by the Earth's
choices. In return for accepting what the Earth has chosen, the Earth provides for all of our needs whilst giving us a
home where we can explore what it means to live in a physical body.
Those of the souls of this Universe who have chosen to come to Earth, and take on a human body, can only do so if the
Earth agrees to them being here. Once that choice is made, the human soul connects itself into the Earth's soul through
the root (1st) chakra. It is this soul to soul connection to the Earth that allows us to become human. Once we have made
that soul to soul connection, we have made the choice of abiding by the Earth's choices which She must make in order
to safeguard human existence.

In helping humans to explore the potential and possibilities offered by taking on a physical body, the Earth has allowed
many other non-human races to come to Earth and study human activities in order to help us in our explorations. The
Earth has not had any problems in allowing in these other races into the solar system or onto the Earth Herself until it
came to the Velon (GFOL).
In attempting to force their way on to the Earth, and many other actions they have taken, the Velon/GFOL have broken
the one law that exists within this Universe - freedom of choice. As the Velon/GFOL have broken this law, as a race, they
have been evicted from this Universe. Those Velon/GFOL that remain can only do so because of the number of humans
who have been misled into believing that the Velon/GFOL (and their other organisations) are here to help us. By fooling
people in this way, it has allowed the Velon/GFOL to implant energy devices into people and into their homes which
provide an energy source for the Velon/GFOL to use to hold themselves close to the Earth.
If people stopped inviting the Velon/GFOL into their lives, the remainder of the Velon/GFOL would join the majority of
the Velon race in being evicted from this Universe.
Since the petition made by the Velon/GFOL was launched onto the internet, approximately 17,000 people have
responded. These 17,000 are made up of the following groups:
# The vast majority are people who have been misled into believing that the Velon/GFOL are here to help humans
"ascend to a 5th dimension". Approximately 500 of these people have had Velon/GFOL "djed pillars" embedded into
their homes and other energy devices embedded into their bodies. These djed pillars and other energy devices are used
by the Velon/GFOL to defy the Earth's choices and remain close to the solar system. The remaining 16,500 people would
have had djed pillars implanted into their homes if the action taken by the Earth's guardians, detailed below, had not
been taken.
# 787 people knew that by making the affirmations asked for in the Velon/GFOL petition did so in full knowledge that
they were acting in favour of the Velon/GFOL and against the Earth - they knew they were acting against the choices of
the Earth.
The Earth has disconnected the root (1st) chakra of all of these 787 people from her own soul and all of these people will
be leaving the Earth (dying) over the next few days and returning to their place of soul origin.
# The Earth's guardians are hard at work destroying all of the connections made by people making the affirmation in
favour of the Velon/GFOL petition. There is also a "clean-up squad" travelling around to the homes of those who invited
the Velon/GFOL into their homes to remove and destroy the djed pillars and other implants. This clean-up is being
carried out with the full knowledge and approval of the higher selves of the people who responded to the Velon/GFOL
petition.
The Velon/GFOL have their own agenda, as far as the Earth and humanity is concerned; they are not here to help us but
to further their own aims. By fooling gullible people into believing that the Velon/GFOL can help us, they are causing
distractions and problems that neither we nor the Earth need at this time of change.
Human history is vast and complex but there was a time in our history when we had the whole of the soul contained
within the physical body. For various reasons, we were forced, 7,000 years ago, to divide the soul into the higher self
and the physical self. In order to investigate the reasons why we had to divide the soul into two, we embarked on living
a series of lifetimes - something the Akashic calls "The Human Plan". This Human Plan was worked out with the Earth
and we allowed ourselves 7,000 years to find our answers.

During this 7,000 year period, the Earth has been working with us, and nurturing us, every single step of the way.
Regardless of how much damage we have done to each other or even to the Earth Herself, She has stood by us and
ensured that we had everything we needed to ensure that we had every opportunity to find our answers.
The Human Plan was given a 7,000 year time limit and this time limit ends on the 21st of December 2012 (21/12/12).
However, with the Earth's help, we have found our answers and for the last couple of years we have been slowly
bringing those answers together to begin the process of bringing the whole of the soul back into the body - soul reintegration. This soul re-integration we will achieve before our self-set deadline.
The Velon, however, have other ideas. They have observed that humans have a tendency to depend on others to find
their answers for them and have exploited that weakness by offering their services to ascend humanity to the 5th
dimension.
The Velon/GFOL have been attempting to mislead people in this way for many years and every promise of action that
the Velon/GFOL has made to people has failed to materialise.
There is only one way in which The Human Plan can be completed and that is by humans achieving it for themselves.
Nobody is going to step in and do it for us.
Nobody can step in and do it for us.
It is our responsibility and our responsibility alone to fulfill the promise we made to Mother Earth 7,000 years ago.
What the Velon/GFOL are doing is attempting to distract us and mislead us away from our chosen goals and away from
Mother Earth for reasons that are their own.
These reasons do not benefit Mother Earth or humans in any way.
Whether you take part in this Velon/GFOL petition is a choice only you can make - you have full freedom of choice. Try
to remember that if you do choose to join the Velon/GFOL, you are acting against the Earth and humanity.

